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this novel is a fictional interpretation of a true story: the
story of sarah bernhardt. departing from her theater a
year early in 1905, she leaves paris for new york, a city
she never intended to visit. she arrives in new york not
knowing anyone and with a hundred and fifty dollars,
which she had saved for twenty years. she has been

asked to perform in new york and seems to play the role
of the repentant sinner. the story alternates between this

protagonist and her son oskar, both of whom are
intensely concerned about her new identity. they find

themselves entangled in a dramatic life filled with
theatrical events, in the midst of which they live to tell
the tale, at times in the intimate details and at other

times in tantalizing glimpses. throughout their journey,
the two protagonists run into a host of theatrical people,

among them sarah bernhardt's contemporary, the
famous american actress of that time, sarah morgan. this

was the first of the series to have isbns assigned to it.
the reason for the discrepancy is that between the first
and second volumes of the phaedra series, the second
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edition used the same isbn numbers as the third edition,
and the third used the same numbers as the first. in the

second edition, the hardcover was changed from slimmer
to heavy-duty with a larger spine and a different

endpaper. the slipcase, which originally had the same
isbn number as the hardcover, got a new one in the

second edition. this is the first book in the series to have
a new isbn assigned to it. now that i have had a good

opportunity to read it in translation, i do not think this is
such a bad thing. i am a little bit suspicious about the

translation of some of the plays into english and a little
disappointed with others.
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